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Welcome to The Virtual Entrepreneur!

We are very proud to present our first issue of The
Virtual Entrepreneur.
A lot of hard work and wonderful articles were
provided by outstanding Virtual Assistants and
their clients. I can’t thank them enough for their
ideas, brain storming and general advice.
I hope that in this first issue you will be able to
learn, collaborate and discuss with each other the
best practices, idea generators and over all success
of the Virtual work we all do.
I would like to send a special thank you out to









Tess Strand-Alipour

Jo-Carol Carpenter
Diana Buchanan
Mattie Stokes
Gail Owens
Andrea South
Laura Legendary
Victoria Ring

If you have an article, comment or suggestions,
please email tve@actionjacksonva.com. We
appreciate anything you may have to offer :)

Celebrating the Virtual
Entrepreneur in you!
Sincerely,
Andrea Jackson
Contributing Writers:
Andrea Jackson
Diana Buchanan
Gail Owens
Jason Lindsey
Jo-Carol Carpenter

Laura Legendary
Mattie Stokes
Tess Strand-Alipour
Victoria Ring

The Virtual Entrepreneur is a publication that provides cutting edge information, education

and resources to empower virtual entrepreneurs and to expand our readership even further. Our
advertisers recognize the tremendous influence and buying power that virtual entrepreneurs represent.
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Cover Story

Making Your Membership at Virtual Assistant Forums
WORK For You

by Tess Strand Alipour - Founder, Virtual Assistant Forums [http://www.virtualassistantforums.com]
Forums and online communities are the original social networks - participating in the conversation and
making the most of all that your free membership at Virtual Assistant Forums has to offer is an important
facet of your online networking and internet marketing plan - IF you take advantage of the opportunity. Here are a few of the ways you can make the time you spend at VAF WORK for you and your virtual assistance business:
Keep your audience in mind: You might think the only people reading your posts at VAF are your fellow Virtual Assistants - but your potential clients are eavesdropping too! VAF member Kena Roth of Virtually Assisting You [http://www.virtuallyassistingyou.com] is just one example of a VA who was contacted (and contracted!) by a client who found her upbeat personality and informative responses at VAF
to be just what he was looking for. Kena says, "A recent client found me while searching for the perfect VA. After reading my posts at VAF he followed a link to my website, and contacted me!"
With that in mind: share your expertise, be friendly and outgoing, and use the many forum features to
set yourself apart and shine as a leader. Everyone, even aspiring Virtual Assistants, can contribute even if you don't know the answer to a question, utilize those impressive research skills and ‘Google
it’ to see if you can shed some light on the topic. You'll be helping out a fellow member, shining a spotlight on yourself for potential clients, and you'll learn something new in the process too.
Save time using the forum search tools: The answer to your burning question may already be on
VAF! Use the search features to see if there's an existing conversation on the very topic you have in
mind. There's a search bar at the top of the site that will allow you to search the entire forum by keyword. There's also a 'Search this Forum' option inside every topic section - to make it easy for you to find
what you're looking for.
If you find an old thread that relates to your topic - that's OK! One of the best things about forums is they
are truly organic - old threads pop up all the time and discussions are revived as needed. Don't be shy
about bringing an old thread back to life if it relates to your questions or comments! Alternately, if you
don't find what you're looking for - remember that VAF is YOUR community - make yourself at home
and post away!
Choose the best place to make your post: Taking the time to scan the topic sections and decide
where your post belongs BEFORE creating a new thread will ensure your post receives high quality responses, and more of them. Posting a question about billable hours in the marketing section
only confuses the point you're trying to get across, and it makes more work for your community admin.
Relatively, be aware of private sections on Virtual Assistant Forums. Areas like 'Client Relations Issues'
and 'Talk' or 'News, Brags, and Inspiration' are all completely private - they are not indexed by search
engines and they are not viewable by non-members. We all need to be able to rant, and celebrate, in
private, so we've included carefully-thought-out areas where you can experience your business growing
pains (and joys) in privacy.
Establish yourself as an expert: You work with clients to take THEIR business to the next level... but
what about your OWN business? It's time to establish yourself as an expert. This is much easier than it
sounds, and it doesn't require a silly badge for this or that certification. What it takes is solid, working
knowledge of your specialty, the ability to articulate that knowledge, and CONFIDENCE. Virtual Assistant Forums is one of the most important tools you can use to establish yourself as an expert because
you're directly reaching two very important audiences: your peers, and your potential clients.
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Making Your Membership at Virtual Assistant Forums
WORK For You continued...

continued...

According to Kim LeRiche of JK Virtual Office Resources [http://
www.jkvirtualoffice.com/] "Any Virtual Assistant can establish themselves as an expert by answering questions and posting useful resources related to their niche or specialty. The level of visibility among other VAs, or anyone reading the forums, can be extremely valuable in promoting yourself and your business. Potential clients and fellow VAs gain insight into how
knowledgeable a VA is in a particular specialty area from simply reading their contributions to the VAF
community."
Here’s how to go from Everyday VA to Expert VA:
- Answer questions at VAF - show off your knowledge and skill in your particular niche by writing
thoughtful, resourceful answers to questions related to your specialty
- Share resources related to your niche - explain why and how a program, website, book, event, etc. is
beneficial or even crucial to your own practice and/or your clients
- Post your thoughts and opinions on news stories and events related to your specialty - link to and paraphrase those stories to keep your response in context.
Get involved!: Virtual Assistant Forums is so much more than a message board. There are activities
and features to help you establish yourself as a reputable name in the industry while enhancing and fine
-tuning your skills. Starting a Member Blog [http://www.virtualassistantforums.com/blogs/] provides
an opportunity to showcase your strong points. VAF is highly optimized for the search engines as well,
so your posts are certain to draw interest if they're well-written and contain the information, answers, or
resources people are searching for.
If you're not a writer, consider starting or joining a Group [http://www.virtualassistantforums.com/
groups/]. Is there a topic, skill, or industry you'd like to be known as a leader in? Or do you just want to
start a group for VAs in your area, or who share similar interests and goals? This is your opportunity to
run your own mini-forum at VAF. If you prefer not to take on a leadership role, join an existing group that
interests you.
Members who take the lead at VAF by taking on high profile positions and producing high-quality content report that their involvement has led to more business growth, new clients, and recognition among
fellow VAs. Tammi Metzler of The Write Associate [http://www.writeassociate.com] says, "My involvement at VAF has increased my visibility and credibility among peers, business associates, and potential
clients. The majority of traffic to my website comes from links within VAF. I've also been exposed to new
business opportunities through my participation in the community."
One of the most important things we do at VAF is help members develop and execute great ideas! If you
have an idea that you'd like to make happen at VAF let us know [http://www.virtualassistantforums.com/
sendmessage.php].
Brand EVERYTHING: Your VAF membership is an extension of your company brand and message.
When registering and setting up your profile, signature, avatar, blog, etc. keep the following in mind.
- Like everything at VAF, member profiles are optimized for the search engines - using your VA company name as your username will help with visibility online. If you prefer that your company name not
turn up in search results via VAF, you should choose a more anonymous username. Because username
changes and multiple accounts are not allowed, username selection is an important decision.
- Make good use of your forum signature by linking back to your VA business site and/or blog.
- Utilize images in your profile. Your avatar is the image that shows up next to every post you make.
Use a clear image of your face here so that fellow VAs and potential clients can readily associate you
with your posts. Your profile picture is the image that shows up inside your VAF profile page - giving visitors a face and/or logo to make a connection with increases brand recognition.
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Making Your Membership at Virtual Assistant Forums
WORK For You
- Give your VAF blog a smart title, set up the categories to reflect the
professionalism of your company, and draft posts that consistently echo

your business philosophy.
- Branding is much more than a logo and tagline - your brand message should impact and inform your
forum posts. You're not just speaking for your business you're speaking AS your business. Brand your
posts by infusing them with your professionalism, your knowledge, your skill and your dedication.
Remain active: You are an important member of the Virtual Assistant Forums community! From the
research and startup phase you've seen the benefit of participation in this top-notch forum, but how important is it to remain active on the boards after you're established? There are many reasons ongoing
participation at VAF is important, here are just a few:
- Visibility among your peers - "Being an active member of VAF has directly resulted in referrals
to potential clients from fellow members. I have also made referrals and subcontracted work to fellow
VAF members. Each time, my decision to make a referral or subcontract to a specific VA has been
based on my interaction with them on the forums." says VAF member, Kim LeRiche
- Keeping up with the industry - the VA industry is experiencing growth, new trends, and change on a
regular basis. What better place to get the latest news and participate in intelligent, lively conversation
on those topics than VAF?
- Keeping up with your niche - your posts on the boards should reflect a current tap on the pulse of your
specialty. But if your last post is outdated, you and your company appear outdated. Keep it current!
- Ongoing support and quality, current information - Serena Carcasole, an active VAF member before
she even had a name for her business who now runs a very successful multi-VA practice, VBS On Demand [http://www.vbsondemand.com/], states, "When I began establishing my business, I was unsure of
where to start and what direction to take. VAF acted as my encyclopedia and bible. Now, as a wellestablished VA, the forums are still indispensible to me. There has never been a time when my questions have gone unanswered."
Virtual Assistant Forums is THE social networking and discussion forum for virtual assistants at all levels
of business development where the only 'membership fee' is your participation! The forums are in place
to give you all the support, information, and camraderie you need to make your VA biz happen in a big
way, but it's up to you to take advantage of all the community has to offer. Use the suggestions above to
start making the most of your community at Virtual Assistant Forums and put the original social network
to work for you! [http://www.virtualassistantforums.com].
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Tech Talk

By Jo-Carole Carpenter

“Operating Systems Then and Now”
What does a Virtual Assistant need more than anything else to run her/his business?
A computer! Without this piece of equipment you are not virtual. So this is why I decided to talk about this topic today. Computers are essential in the fast-paced, hightech world that we live in. But to Virtual Assistants it is much more than that, it is our
livelihood.

The most important component in a computer is the operating system. You must have one or your computer
won’t boot up each morning. So this article will tell you a little bit about operating systems that were used in the
early days and what we use now.
What is an operating system?
I have included this introductory video on operating systems by Allison William www.GCF.org.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Llu1ai6UkGw
A look into the many operating systems from yesterday and today
The 7 operating systems commonly used today are: Windows Vista, Windows XP, Windows 2003, Windows
2000, Windows 98, Mac OS X and Linux.
Windows 7 will be released this October but it is a good idea to wait at least 6 months till any problems are
worked out that may arise.
One definition of an operating system is this: It is a software program that controls a computer
which provides an interface between the computer operator and the actual computer itself. Without an operating system your computer would not work. The operating system (OS) also manages your computer’s hardware and software, runs applications, stores, retrieves, and manipulates
files. Without the OS the hardware and software would not be able to communicate with each
other.
Some older operating systems were:
 DOS (Disk Operating System) was the first OS that was used for IBM or IBM compatible computers. DOS
was the OS for Windows 3.x since Win3.x did not have OS functionality.
 Windows 9x/Me use a DOS core. Within this group are Windows 95, Windows 98 and Windows Me.
Windows NT (New Technology) was available in two versions.
Other operating systems are:
Windows Server 2003 is a suite of Microsoft operating systems. These are not meant for personal computers.
UNIX
This is a popular OS which controls networks and supports various Internet applications. There are multiple versions.
OS/2
Less common for personal computers and used for certain types of networks.
I have included informational links below about operating systems which may be useful when helping non-savvy
computer people and even our clients.
Click here to see what operating system and version you're running. (http://www.computerhope.com/cgi-bin/
systeminfo.cgi) Additional information about operating systems and a listing of computer operating systems and
links can be found on our operating system page. Additional information about determining the type of operating system you have can be found on document CH000643.
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VA’s In The News
LaTosha Johnson is the President of Target Stars www.targetstars.com.
LaTosha is a contributing writer of VA Today magazine.
TargetStars is an innovative consulting firm that is engaged in providing companies
and solopreneurs with unique services at an affordable price. They effectively promote their clients brand by offering top notch social media, article marketing, marketing, market research, and virtual assistant support.
Thank you so much, LaTosha, for this opportunity to interview you.
Andrea: You have been named one of the Top 100 Women bloggers by WE Magazine for Women
(www.wemagazineforwomen.com). How does this make you feel?
LaTosha: I was so excited and honored! When I write, I write from the heart. I didn’t know that people
were submitting my blog. I was really honored that people took time out to enter my name.
Andrea: What makes you unique?
LaTosha: I think that what makes me unique is I go out of my way to make sure each customer is given
undivided attention. I think a lot of people find my honesty a reliable and fresh way of looking at their
business. I help them get more return on their investment by focusing in on their business. I assist them
by creating the right marketing plan for their business which definitely involves social media. I want my
clients to take advantage of my skills and I use them to the best of my abilities to promote their company.
Andrea: What did you do differently that you think would help other VAs?
LaTosha: When I came into this business I had not heard of a VA. I took what I knew and made it my
own niche. I used my background in marketing and research skills to create a new virtual world for my
company. So, I would say, use what you know and hone those skills to make them your own.
Andrea: What services of yours are in high demand?
LaTosha: I would have to say the Social Networking and Article Writing.
Andrea: What was it that made you decide to get into market research, article marketing and virtual assistance?
LaTosha: I was sitting back and was complaining to my parents that I couldn't find the perfect job. I created list of things such consulting, marketing and social media and discussed them with my family. I said, “ How can I find a job like this?” My
mother said, “ Well if you can’t find one, then make one.” That is exactly
what I did.
Andrea: What kind of articles do you write and for who?
LaTosha: I write mostly business articles and I do this for business coaches
and solopreneurs. I tell people all the time that they need to get into article
writing. It really helps to get your name out there and enables you to demonstrate your expertise within your industry. Article marketing enforces your
brand.
Thank you so much LaTosha for doing this interview with The Virtual Entrepreneur. We are so excited
for you and hope to talk to you again.

To learn more about TargetStars and to speak to them about your business needs.
Website: www.targetstars.com | Phone: 1-877-427-2261 ext 6 | Email: ljohnson@targetstars.com
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Why are you
unique?
You may know the answer to this question, but do your customers? TargetStars'
mission is to discover the essence of your company and create marketing strategies
that will ensure your customers and you both share the same answer.
You are probably wondering, “How do we accomplish this feat?” Our services are
dedicated to answering the following questions:
 Would you like a report that enables you to see which areas your

competitors are failing to meet within your industry so you can capitalize
on their mistakes?
 Do you want to know which industry or location would be most profitable

for you to start or expand your business?
 Do you want to learn how to capture the attention of your target market?
 Are you tired of promoting your business by yourself, but cannot afford to

hire employees?
 Would you like to jump on the social media bandwagon, but do not know

or have the time to learn how?
TargetStars ability to customize our services in order to get you the answers you need
is what makes us unique.
The marketing, market research, and virtual assistant services we provide will enable
you to effectively promote your brand.
We specialize in maintaining the delicate balance of simultaneously attracting and
retaining customers.
You have nothing to lose and everything to gain when you work with TargetStars
because our goal is to help you capture the right stars (aka your target market).
Website: www.targetstars.com | Email: targetstarsinfo@targetstars.com | Phone: 877.427.2261 ext 6
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The Top 7 Reasons to Hire a Virtual Assistant
By Laura Legendary

Evidently I've been living under a rock. Recently, I stumbled across the
small business solution that turned my overwhelming to-do list into
something manageable. It's called Virtual Assistance, and it has freed me from the burden of
what would otherwise be time-consuming busywork. Simply put, a Virtual Assistant is an offsite employee who provides web or administrative support services, conducting nearly all transactions electronically.

Not only was I surprised to discover this neat lifesaver, I was even more amazed to find that it
has it's own association: The International Virtual Assistants Association (www.ivaa.org). The
IVAA website is a great place to find what will most certainly be an indispensable resource for
you: Your own Virtual Assistant.
Below are the top seven reasons to hire a VA:
1. They are all business. Your Virtual Assistant will support your needs, not the other way
around. Since they bill their hours for the work they accomplish - some in increments as small
as five minutes - you are not paying for personal phone calls, late arrivals, childcare crises, or
sick time. If you detest the forced socialization of a corporate workplace, or listening to the
humdrum minutiae of your co-worker's life story, a virtual staff solves that problem.
2. You're in control. Your working relationship is based upon a contractual agreement
whereby you state in no uncertain terms what you expect. They either do it or they don't. If
you want a web designer who uses Dreamweaver instead of hand-coding HTML, then you
specify that. Or, you can entirely defer to your Virtual Assistant's expertise and focus your energy elsewhere.
3. Professional rapport. Your Virtual Assistant is in the entrepreneurial boat, too. They work
at home, market their services, prospect for clients, and provide a service just like you do. It's a
great way to add to your network base, as they may have found ways to solve problems you
never even thought of. Often they have their own network of resources that they utilize for
printing, document processing and promotion. Tapping into their resources doubles your own.
4. Cost savings. You can hire a VA from anywhere on Earth. It's as competitive an industry as
any other, and you can expect a wide range of fees for various services offered. If you like the
fees for web design, but think a particular service is too expensive for document editing or
proofreading, you can hire multiple VA's to do different tasks to keep your own costs low. You
are not under any obligation whatsoever, except, of course, to pay your bill.
5. Pride in their work. If you are hiring a VA for tasks such as web design, you can easily
preview their work. Often the VA service will place testimonials on their site or examples of
web pages they have designed. Examine their portfolio pages to determine the depth of their
skills and experience.
6. Virtual freedom. No on-site employees means no liability, no worker's comp insurance,
and no payroll taxes to calculate.
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Top 7 Reasons to Hire a Virtual Assistant continued...
7. No strangers in the house. If you have a home office, hiring employees to work on-site
could be intrusive. If you have children at home, or a spouse who works odd hours, or you just
don't care to open up your private space to others, a virtual assistant is ideal. Most likely, your
VA will never darken your doorstep.
When you hire your Virtual Assistant, be sure to ask them to furnish a detailed list of the types
of services for which you will be billed. Some VA's will charge to accept your phone calls,
read your email instructions, or the time it takes to download a file.
There should be no surprises if you have good communication with your VA. Remember, you
cannot see your potential VA to evaluate their credibility, nor they you. Consider several exploratory conversations prior to signing on the dotted line. This will ensure that you and your
Virtual Assistant will have a productive partnership.
Copyright 2005 by Laura Legendary. All rights reserved.

Laura Legendary is a speaker, author and educator specializing in disability awareness, advocacy, accessibility and assistive technology.
For corporate, community or caregiver training, visit Eloquent Insights at
www.eloquentinsights.com. If you need help with in-home care, you'll find it at In-Home Insights at www.inhomeinsights.com. Finally, you'll discover a site for sore eyes at Accessible
Insights at www.accessibleinsights.com.
The author's email address is lLegendary@eloquentinsights.com.
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Working with a Virtual Assistant
by Andrea Jackson

If you have never had a secretary or administrative assistant, then this article will assist you in
working with a Virtual Assistant (VA).
First know this; VAs are not employees. They are independent contractors who assist small to
large businesses in the business growth process.
Delegating tasks to your VA is as simple as an email or a phone call. What you want to do is
go over the items that are taking up most of your time and not allowing you to get out there and
get more customers or clients.
Make a list of the tasks you know you can let go of. Examples of some of those tasks are:





















Email handling
Appointment setting
Letter writing
Mailings
Answering your telephone
Client follow-up
Ordering supplies
Creating brochures, flyers and business cards
Creating and updating your data base
Filing your petitions
Processing your petitions
Working with your clients to collect information and/or collections of past due bills
Working with your clients to collect bankruptcy documents
Working with your clients for non-emergency tasks
Updating your Social Media outlets such as; Twitter, FaceBook, and LinkedIn
Updating your website
Inventory control and/or data entry
Bookkeeping
Accounting
Preparing legal documents and contracts

As you can see, there are so many things a VA can do for you and your business. This is just a
small list of the specialties that VAs have.
VAs come with many years of experience in Paralegal, Bankruptcy, Real Estate, Administrative, Bookkeeping, Accounting, Social Media and so much more!
Choose the right VA for your needs. You will find that most VAs are friendly, outgoing people
who love to work with others. VAs have a background in most any task you can think of with
many years of experience behind them.
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Working with a Virtual Assistant continued...
The benefits of working with a VA are:
Save time and money
Have a partner to help you grow your business
Pay only for the hours that are worked
Your work is done on time and in a timely manner
No paid vacation and sick leave
Works in their own office using their own equipment and software, electricity, etc.
Pay no payroll taxes, health care and benefits
Requires minimal or no training
Offers advice and suggests better ways in doing things.

Subscribe to The Virtual Entrepreneur

About The Virtual Entrepreneur
This EZINE was created for Virtual Entrepreneurs. Whether you are just starting out in your
new virtual business or your a veteran virtual entrepreneur you will benefit from the TVE!
You will find helpful tips, tricks and how to's as well up to date articles written by VE's just like
you! These articles will encompass all facets of working virtually.
We are dedicated to helping promote, assist, and create new avenues for your virtual needs. If
you are interested in submitting an article or want to advertise in our EZINE please email
tve@actionjacksonva.com
Advertising Rates are as follows:
1/4 page - $25.00 per month
1/2 page - $50.00 per month
Full page - $75.00 per month
Deadline for article submission and advertisements is: The 13th of each month.
We hope you enjoy the TVE and if you do, please send us a note to be included in an issue :)
Sincerely,
Andrea Jackson, TVE Chief Editor
Sign up today to receive your copy of The Virtual Entrepreneur!
To unsubscribe click here.

Celebrating the Virtual Entrepreneur In You!
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Press Releases

PRESS RELEASE

Businesses now have a unique cost savings
solution!
INDIANAPOLIS, IN September 15, 2009 With the launch of e-Business Online
Support by consultant, Janet Falkenberg, small businesses, entrepreneurs, and professionals now have an exciting new solution to the rising cost of doing business.
When help is needed, hire a Virtual Assistant!
By partnering with a Virtual Assistant, a business owner will have time to focus
on tasks that will generate revenue and growth. This approach allows the business
owner to work, from their strengths, outsourcing the tasks they don’t have time to
do.
Another advantage to business owners is being able to hire the skills of a trained
professional only when needed. They pay only for the time spent on the project,
no expenses for an employee or temporary worker.
Janet Falkenberg is a member of the International Administrative Assistant Professionals. Janet has worked as an Executive Assistant and Paralegal for over
twenty years for small business owners and attorneys. “My clients will enjoy
peace of mind and more balance in work and family life,” states Janet. “I am their
partner in helping them be successful and saving them time and money.”
For a free consultation or more information, please visit the company web site at:
www.eBusinessOnlineSupport.com.

For further information contact:
Janet Falkenberg
e-Business Online Support
janet@eBusinessOnlineSupport.com
www.eBusinessOnlineSupport.com
(317) 440-0255
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Press Releases

PRESS RELEASE

CINCINNATI COMPANY MAY BE AN ANSWER FOR BUSINESSES NATIONWIDE
August 4, 2009 -- Cincinnati, Ohio - - Companies of all sizes that are struggling to
maintain a budget may find the answer to this issue in a Cincinnati-based company.
S-M Office Solutions is a company that provides administrative services to businesses of all sizes nationwide . There are nearly thirty services offered that include
bookkeeping, multiple document services, social media, as well as general office
assistance. Business owners from all over have found that utilizing these services
has proven to be quite an effective solution to the rising costs of operation.
“With the economy today, business owners are finding themselves with a need for
more productivity with a very tight budget,” said Winston Stewart, owner of S-M
Office Solutions. “By only paying for the actual time used to complete a project,
companies no longer have to suffer the cost of bringing in an extra associate. The
benefit is that they no longer have to pay for worker's compensation insurance,
benefits, unemployment, production downtime, or any other costs associated with
bringing in that extra person. The result is higher productivity while saving
money.”
With an education in business management and several years of experience as a
retail manager, Stewart has been providing administrative services to companies
virtually for nearly ten years.

For more information, visit www.smofficesolutions.com or email
Winston Stewart at wstewart@smofficesolutions.com. You may also
contact Stewart via telephone at (513) 258-2971.
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Virtual Teamwork

by Gail Owens

Virtual teamwork is NOW. You may have solved the time zone problem by checking the Web
for local time before you make a call, IM or SKYPE meeting. The following suggestions might
help solve some of the other problems of working with others an ocean away.
1. Use Instant Messaging (IM) or SKYPE for quick impromptu meetings
One tool that is often overlooked when working with virtual teams is instant messaging
(IM). It is a great tool for a quick answer or opinion. Once you add your teammates to
your contact list, the IM program, such as Windows Messenger or Yahoo Messenger,
will let you know when they're online. Most programs also allow a multi-person chat,
making instant messages a great way to conduct a spontaneous meeting. Unlike e-mail,
everyone sees the messages and can respond at the same time.
Everyone can download Windows Messenger, Yahoo Messenger, SKYPE, etc. The
only downside of instant messaging is that it only works if everyone is using the same
program.
2. Brainstorming
Web-based conferencing makes it possible to brainstorm or conduct training sessions
with a group of people who are thousands of miles apart. Everyone attending sees the
same information at the same time, as if they were gathered around one table.
3. Have an Agenda
What's the agenda for today's meeting, and where are the documents you need to review? What did you decide at last week's meeting? Plan ahead before you start your
meeting. This will save time and keep everyone “on the same page”.
4. Set up a Virtual Watering Hole
Set up a Web site for everyone on your team to share information such as calendars, todo lists, and reports.
5. Review Edits of Co-workers, No Matter Where They Are or What Time Zone They
are In
When you can't review a document together, the ability to track the changes you and
your teammates make is a boon to collaboration. Microsoft Office Word enables you to
track the changes you make if you choose this option.
You can also accept or reject proposed changes, and when it's time to distribute the
document, you can set Word to hide all revisions.
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Virtual Teamwork

For a more final version, you can accept all the changes to make sure that no stray revision marks or comments remain in the document you plan to distribute.

1. Word will automatically color-code the edits and comments of each person.
(You can display the comments of any one reviewer or all reviewers.)
2. Word will tag edits with the reviewer's initials as well as the date and time of
each change.
6. Stay in touch: Keep your important data with you!
Make sure you have on hand all the documents you need to contribute to a conference
call or online meeting. This is even more difficult when you're away from your desk.
Think about solving part of the problem with a mobile device such as a Smartphone or a
Pocket PC. You can easily keep information on your mobile device synchronized with
your desktop or notebook computer so you always have the latest information with you.
These are six simple steps to keep your virtual world together. The virtual world is a reality
and we must all work together in this new reality.
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Does Your Small / Mid-Size Business Need
Sales Operations Support?
by Cindy Bruce

Having worked for multi-billion dollar companies in business to business retail, national accounts and manufacturing for over 15 years — I can tell you the answer is an emphatic YES!
Sales Operations/Support is the conduit between the Sales and Service areas; bringing communications, processes, reporting, lead generation and CRM assistance while freeing the Sales and
Service departments to focus on their areas of expertise.
Recently, Sales Operations has become a hot topic in businesses of all sizes. What is their role,
who do they report to, how do they contribute to the company’s success?
Sales Operations is fluid with changing focuses, tasks and even reporting structure. As the
business and the sales areas determine needs not fulfilled; Sales Operations is called upon to
“work it out”, “make it happen.” This is the expertise of this critical bridging area.
At the same time, the number of Virtual Assistants is exploding – Why? Virtual Assistants provide critical administrative assistance to all size businesses without the associated costs of hiring staff.
Virtual Sales Operations, a Perfect Solution — the skills, experience of staff who understand
the fluidity of sales, how to support sales, off-site providing services such as:
Create and manage surveys, questionnaires and polls
Analyze data and prepare/proof reports
Prepare and present training materials
Research and report on prospects, customers, competitors, products and processes
Qualify prospective customers and collect information.
Contact customers via email, phone or direct mail.
Build and maintain your lists; CRM, database, contacts and prospects
Prepare RFQ, contracts, customer/sales review reports and presentations
How to Find a Virtual Sales Operations Team or Assistant? This will require some work on the
part of the business owner or sales manager.
The individual must be a “fit”. A thorough interview should be conducted including:
From you: your business sales needs and areas for improvement. What is your style;
how do you communicate, what update schedule do you require.
 From the Virtual Sales Operations Team: the skills and experience of the company, personality is a key factor, equipment available, hours of operations are they in sync with
you and your company?
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Does Your Small / Mid-Size Business Need
Sales Operations Support?
Taking the time to conduct these conversations on both sides will ensure the Virtual Sales Operations team you hire will be a Perfect Match for you and your business – and that you will be
able to build a long-term, mutually beneficial relationship.
Essential Office Solutions is a virtual team who specializes in Sales Operations Support with
over fifteen years of experience “taking care of the sales details.”
Visit us at www.eoseasy.com for more information and to schedule your free consultation.
Cindy Bruce, owner cbruce@eoseasy.com
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The Virtual Chatter
By Diana Buchanan

Question: I would like to start a VA business where do I start?
Answer: Before the business plan, website and the blogging, begin with getting to know you.
What do you like to do in your free time? What were your favorite tasks that you did/do in the
jobs that you have had or have? What skills do you have? Take some time (days not hours) and
seriously evaluate your answers to these questions.
Read, read, and read. Read everything and anything that has been written about the VA industry, but don’t stop there read about starting a business. Read the bestselling business books,
whatever your interests, read about that. Two books that are excellent for aspiring VAs are Virtual Assistant the Series by Diana Ennen, and The 2 Second Commute by Christine Durst. Go to
the Virtual Assistant Forums website, join and read the posts, listen to podcasts, ask questions.
The more you know the more successful you will be.
Question: How long does it typically take to get clients?
Answer: All businesses, including bricks and mortar, go through the start up growing pains. It
takes time to get noticed and customer interest. It can take a day or it can take longer. If immediate income is an issue you might wish to evaluate why you are going into business for yourself. It does take time to see a profit for most business start ups. Many VAs start their business
while working full-time or part-time, keeping money coming in to pay the bills while building
their VA business.
Question: Where can I find clients?
Answer: This is a very common question for new VAs. Be diligent in getting the word out
about your new business. Tell your family, friends and everyone you meet about what you do.
This will help in several ways but the most beneficial is getting people knowledgeable about
what you are doing and offering, and giving you the experience of developing your “30 second
commercial”. The more you verbally advertise the more opportunities to gain public interest
and possible future clients.
While you are talking to everyone work on your marketing plan. Research your target market. It
may help to get a couple of books on writing a business plan and marketing. Join the local
Chamber of Commerce or any local business groups. Read the business section of the newspaper. Get to know the type of business you wish to offer services to. Think about the benefits
rather than features you offer.
Have a question you would like to have answered in The Virtual Chatter? Send your questions
to: tve@actionjacksonva.com
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Press Releases

Virtual Bankruptcy Assistant evangelizes
niche industry via new social group at Virtual Assistant Forums
Andrea Jackson of Action Jackson Virtual Assistant makes the most of member-created, member
-run social groups feature at Virtual Assistant Forums to help educate other Virtual Bankruptcy Assistants and those curious about this growing
niche industry.
Las Cruces, New Mexico, August 25, 2009
When Andrea Jackson of Action Jackson Virtual Assistant discovered an increasing interest in
Virtual Bankruptcy Assistance among her fellow members at the free online community for
VAs, Virtual Assistant Forums [VAF], she did what comes naturally, she took action. Andrea,
an established Virtual Assistant, began studying the Virtual Bankruptcy Assistance niche in
order to be an asset to both her clientele and her fellow VAF members.
Armed with a solid understanding of, and newfound respect for, what it means to be a Virtual
Bankruptcy Assistant, Jackson then took full advantage of a new feature at the Virtual Assistant Forums community that allows members to create and manage their own social and topicbased groups with the creation of the Virtual Bankruptcy Assistants Group. The newest of
nearly 40 member-run groups at the forums, Andrea’s group is already one of the most active
with daily discussion among the six members.
Andrea explains, “I created the group in an effort to help my fellow VAs learn more about this
specialized industry as well as connect with other established and aspiring VBAs. Virtual Assistant Forums has been such an asset to me in my own business growth; it was important to me
to give back to the community.”

About Andrea Jackson of Action Jackson Virtual Assistant:
Action Jackson Virtual Assistant is a team of three VAs sharing a combined experience in business administration of 85 years. Specializing in everything but
the kitchen sink the team provides virtual services including: accounting, web
design and development, real estate assistance, prepared bankruptcy petitions,
general business administration and customer service. Action Jackson Virtual
Assistant services business of all sizes, from all corners of the world. For more
information visit: www.actionjacksonva.com
Continued on next page. (page 22)
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Press Release continued...
To discover how Action Jackson VA can help you (and to learn more about the services behind the acronyms: VA and VBA) please visit: http://
www.actionjacksonva.com/what-is-a-virtual-assistant.html

About Virtual Assistant Forums:
Virtual Assistant Forums is the social networking and discussion forum for virtual assistants at all levels of business development. Register to claim and customize your profile and network with other VAs, share information and experience, post images and
create videos, start a blog, create and join discussion groups, and chat with guest experts in the chatroom. Regularly published RFPs, tons of great resources, a Virtual Assistant directory, and more - it's all in one place, and it's all absolutely free. To participate in this friendly, supportive community of professional VAs today visit http://
www.virtualassistantforums.com
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Is being a Virtual Assistant right for you?
by Andrea Jackson

Being a Virtual Assistant (VA) is not as easy as you may think. It takes hard work, research
and a plethora of networking to grow your business.
Some things you should know prior to making the leap into the Virtual Assistant industry:
 Find out if you have what it takes to devote 10-15 hours a day to promote and establish
your VA business in the first year.
 Make sure you have the right equipment for being a VA.
Desk Top Computer and/or Laptop
External Hard Drive (for backing up)
Fax/copier/printer (all in one is good in the beginning)
Telephone line separate from your computer line (Cable or DSL internet is best)
Laser Printer or Color Laser Printer (if you are working as a Virtual Bankruptcy Assistant) (VBA)
File cabinet (to keep hard copies of everything)
Answering Machine (make sure to put your phone number on your website)
 Basics
Paper
Pens/Pencils
Note pads
Recorder
Calculator
Stapler
Folders
Paper Clips
Reference Books (dictionary, thesaurus etc.)
 Basic Software
Microsoft Office (no older than a couple of years)
Express Scribe (if doing transcribing)
Adobe Acrobat Pro (if creating forms and to convert documents into PDF)
QuickBooks (unless you know more about MS Excel and it’s usage)
Adobe Creative Suite 4 Design Premium (if you plan on creating websites,
logo’s etc.-Adobe Acrobat Pro is included in this version.)
Bankruptcy Software (if you plan on working in the VBA industry)
 Marketing Materials
Business Cards
Website
Brochures
Flyers
Post Cards
When thinking on how to get started in the VA industry, the above are your basic needs. Working as a VA is a commitment to your company and your clients. Your investment in your company may be minimal if you already have the listed items above.
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Is being a Virtual Assistant right for you? continued...
Even though you have those items, what you need the most are the skills.
Write down your skills and check other VA websites to see if they are offering those same skill
sets. Your first priority should be focused on the skills you currently have and then add new
skills later on down the line.
Working with your current skills, start marketing based on those skills. If you are like me and
have a lot of skill sets, then you will want to create a website that encompasses all types of clients from Attorneys to Cake Makers.
If you have certain skill sets that put you into a certain category, then you want to promote
those under that category such as: Bookkeeper, Accountant, Real Estate Assistant, Bankruptcy
Assistant, Paralegal Assistant etc.
The wonderful world of Virtual Assistance can be a lucrative industry, but it is not a get rich
quick game and it takes many hours and a true commitment to the industry to make it a lifelong career.
About Andrea Jackson of Action Jackson Virtual Assistant:
Action Jackson Virtual Assistant is a team of three VAs sharing a combined experience in business administration of 85 years. The team provides virtual services including: accounting, web
design and development, real estate assistance, prepare bankruptcy petitions, general business
administration and customer service. Action Jackson Virtual Assistant services business of all
sizes, from all corners of the world. For more information visit: www.actionjacksonva.com

The 7+7+7 Plan
by Gail Owens

We, in the virtual world, are extremely busy. I am reminded by my daughter every day that we
are not just sitting here twiddling our thumbs. It just seems that by the end of the day, I have
not completed anything I set out to do that day.
I do, however, have one plan that I stick to like glue – the 7+7+7 plan. I start every day by:
emailing 7 potential clients, writing 7 potential clients, and calling 7 potential clients. By the
end of the year, I have contacted 5,460 potential clients (if done Monday through Friday) and it
only took me 10-20 minutes a day!
Try it, it works and feel free to add faxing 7 clients, Twittering 7 clients, LinkedIn-ing 7 clients,
etc.—you get the idea!

The Virtual Entrepreneur Your source for your entrepreneur news and learning!
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Elevator Speech – Get Your Message Across Effectively
by Jason Linsey
Your elevator speech is an essential tool in your marketing toolkit. But what exactly is
an elevator speech? How do you create one? And, when and how can you use it effectively?
Elevator Speech – What is it?
The common definition for an elevator speech goes something like this, “A short speech that
you could deliver in the short time it takes for an elevator to go from one floor to the next.”
Kind of a crazy definition, huh? Well I think so, anyway.
So I have my own definition that I feel is more descriptive of the content and purpose of an elevator speech. I prefer to define the term ‘elevator speech’ as, “your short business introduction
that you use to elevate your business or service to the top of your prospective client’s mind.”
What do I mean by this?
A phrase that I picked up from a teleseminar with Liz Lynch (author of the book ‘Smart Networking: Attract a Following In Person and Online’) that I dialled into is, “Top of mind, first in
line.”
In other words, if your business is at the top (or forefront) of your potential client’s mind when
they think of the particular service area that you operate in, then you’ll be the first person that
they’re likely to call up when they need that service.
So your elevator speech is a tool that you use to put yourself at the top of your potential customer’s mind.
Key Ingredients in Your Elevator Speech
You may have heard it said that, “people buy on emotion.” And how true that is. Therefore, it’s
important to make sure that your elevator speech touches the emotions of your prospective client. If you do this and also finish off with a “call to action” then you stand a much better chance
of getting the response you want.
Another key ingredient that works well in an effective elevator speech is WIIFM - "What's In
It For Me?" - which is what we are all thinking when we meet someone for the first time @ a
networking session. It's also what others are thinking when they meet us. Basically, "How can I
benefit from having this person in my network? What value can they add to my business?"
So it's good to construct your elevator so that you answer that question that's going on in the
other person's mind.
There are 3 elements to this - the "3 P's" - People, Problem, Possibilities (or Possible solution).
People - who your typical clients are: "I work with X client who..." - "I work with business
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owners who..."
The next two parts are where you get the opportunity to add that emotive content. It doesn’t
need to be overly “gushy,” just something that your prospective client can relate to.
Problem - this is the common problem that your typical client would have. "... want to spend
more time making money and less time doing paperwork."
Possibilities - this is how your services solve the client's problem. "I provide a virtual business
support service that enables you to focus on the more profitable activities of your business,
whilst I assist you with the essential administrative tasks."
Or, "I can take care of those administrative tasks that don't make you money, yet are essential for the running of your business, leaving you free to focus on the profit-making side of
your business."
So stringing this all together our finished elevator speech goes like this:
"I work with business owners who want to spend more time making money and less time doing paperwork. I provide a virtual business support services that enables you to focus on the
more profitable activities of your business, whilst I assist you with the essential administrative
tasks."
By using these techniques, you’re sure to get the desired response, or at least get right questions
that’ll give you more of an opportunity to explain the benefits of your services.
About the Author
Jason Linsey is the founder and owner of Forward Vision Business Services; a business support practice that provides Virtual Assistance, Graphic Design and Web Design services to it’s clients. You can contact Jason Linsey by visiting the company’s
website: http://www.forwardvisionbusiness-services.co.uk/.

When you speak, people will listen!
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From the Desk of Victoria Ring
NEW BANKRUPTCY BILL JUST RELEASED BY SENATE

August 17, 2009

Prior to recessing, Senator Whitehouse (Democrat-Rhode Island) introduced S.
1624, designed to amend Title 11 of the Bankruptcy Code to provide protection for
medical debt homeowners; to restore bankruptcy protections for individuals experiencing economic distress while serving as caregivers to ill, injured or disabled family members;
and to exempt debtors whose financial problems were caused by serious medical problems from
means testing.
Note: This is a Bill in the U.S. Congress originating in the Senate ("S."). A bill must be passed
by both the Senate and House and then be signed by the President before it becomes law. Bill
numbers restart from 1 every two years. Each two year cycle is called a session of Congress.
This bill was created in the 111th Congress, in 2009-2010. The titles of Bills are written by the
Bill's sponsor and are a part of the legislation itself.
FEEDBACK FROM VICTORIA RING (A NON ATTORNEY):
At this time, there is nothing to be alarmed at with the introduction of this Bill. The Bill will
still go through any number of changes before it is approved by both the Senate and the House
of Representatives and sent to the President for signing.
The purpose of providing you with this information is so that you will have advance notice of
what may be <coming down the pike>. As we have discussed before, many bankruptcy courts
are considering the Means Test to be more of a pain than what it is worth. Even if someone fails
the Means Test and qualifies for a Chapter 13, their current income may qualify them for a
Chapter 7 (or vice versa.) Because of this, many Trustees are going back to the old method of
using Schedule I and J as the determining factor between a Chapter 7 and Chapter 13 and using
the Means Test as the secondary authority rather than the primary authority for which it was
originally intended.
The passing of this Bill would be the first step in the direction of eliminating the Means Test in
the future. By excluding income and expenses from it (based upon certain criteria such as medical debt for homeowners,) the Means Test will definitely lose its effectiveness and be placed as
a permanent secondary authority.
Remember, this is just my opinion and perspective. If you are interested in this topic, do your
own research so you can form your own opinion.
Victoria Ring
Certified Paralegal
http://www.713training.com
http://www.713attorney.com
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Which Bankruptcy Software Should You
Purchase?
I understand that there is a great deal of confusion over which bankruptcy software
program a law firm should buy and which one a virtual bankruptcy assistant should
buy. In order to help address these concerns, I am writing this article to help you.
From 1990 to about 2006, it did not matter if you were an attorney or a non-attorney;
you could purchase just about any bankruptcy software program you wanted. Back
then, bankruptcy petition preparers were alive and well in almost every state. In case
you were not around back then, bankruptcy petition preparers were people who filled
out the forms of the bankruptcy petition and worked directly with the debtor; no attorney was involved. They charged a really low fee and normally did a poor job. Their inefficiency cost debtors and courts millions of dollars. In fact, many debtors lost homes
and other assets due to the poor skills of bankruptcy petition preparers. This is one
reason I had for developing 713Training.Com. I wanted to stop the madness and bring
professional level skills to the law firms.
What eventually happened to bankruptcy petition preparers? When the bankruptcy law
changed in 2005, many bankruptcy petition preparers were out of business by 2006.
Under the new bankruptcy law, a Means Test had to be filed with the petition and the
Means Test calculations could only be done by an attorney. Bankruptcy petition preparers were often singled out by the court and fined large fees when they tried to prepare the Means Test or select exemptions on Schedule C. In fact, one lady called and
said she was fined $40,000 in the state of Oregon for unauthorized practice of law.
She then tried to file bankruptcy to get the debt discharged but the court demanded it
be classified as a Schedule E Priority debt that had to be repaid 100%.
It was around this time that some of the bankruptcy software companies became more
selective about who purchased their software. And they had good cause to take these
precautions. However, where the problem comes in today, is when an independent virtual bankruptcy assistant, working under the direction of a bankruptcy attorney, is not
permitted to purchase the software they need to legally work for their attorney. For example, in many instances, attorneys may not purchase bankruptcy software but depend on their virtual bankruptcy assistant to prepare and file all their cases. This
means the virtual bankruptcy assistant is left to purchase his or her own software. If the
software companies will not sell to them, what are they supposed to do?
To confuse the matter even more, some bankruptcy software programs allow nonattorneys to purchase their software but they are prevented from electronically filing a
bankruptcy petition. The only way they can electronically file a petition for their attorney
is to operate under the software license of the attorney. But this can cause a problem if
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the virtual bankruptcy assistant is using EZFiling but the attorney is using Collier Top
Form.
Still there are other variances with software companies: some will not even sell you a
copy of their software unless you are a law firm or licensed attorney. The non-attorney
can download free versions of their software but the attorney is the one that must purchased the software license. Then, the attorney can turn around and grant a free license to anyone who works for him or her.
Where Does the Madness End?
Personally, I think the software companies have developed an unnecessary mess.
Who cares who purchases their software? They are in business to make a profit, right?
What is the big deal anyway? To date, I have talked to people in charge at many different software companies and I have yet to get an answer to this specific question that
makes any sense.
However, since I do not own these bankruptcy software companies and I do not have
the power to tell them what to do, I have to suffer just like you do. Here are three options you may want to consider:
1. Frederick Rogovy is the software developer for New Hope Software. New Hope
Software is the only software company that provides special services to virtual bankruptcy assistants. To view the features available to help virtual bankruptcy assistants
who use New Hope Software, visit:
http://bankruptcysoftware.com/virtualassistantfeatures.shtml
However, as of this date, New Hope will not sell a copy of their software to a nonattorney. The attorney must make the purchase and then provide the virtual bankruptcy assistant with the registration information to unlock their non-attorney version.
(Unnecessary complication? I think so.)
2. If you are just getting started as a virtual bankruptcy assistant, you may not need to
spend any money buying bankruptcy software right now. You can continue using demo
versions of the different software programs. Then, when you start working for an attorney, use the software the attorney is using.
3. Learn the old-fashioned way: Download the Federal and Local Forms from the bankruptcy court website within your jurisdiction and fill them out. When you download
them, they are free and they come as a form-fillable PDF. A link to all the US Bankruptcy Courts, local rules and forms, is at:
http://www.713attorney.com/links/forms.html
Also check out the other bankruptcy links at:
http://713attorney.com/links/
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I realize this method will take the most time to prepare a bankruptcy petition, but there
is no cost whatsoever in purchasing bankruptcy software. Electronic filing will be done
entirely through PACER.
Is 713Training.Com Still Planning to Develop a Bankruptcy Software?
Several months ago I had mentioned in an article that I was considering hiring a software developer to develop a software program specifically for virtual bankruptcy assistants. However, after going through several bid proposals it would cost us upwards of
$200,000.00 to fulfill this dream. Therefore, I had to abandon the idea. Unless I had the
time to spend marketing to investors to obtain this large sum of money, I had to come
up with a different plan. But stay tuned; we are considering other ideas.
Summary
Although in my training materials, I use Best Case to train with, it is because this software has shown to reduce the learning curve and make training easier to comprehend.
However, just because students train with Best Case, after they learn the basic skills;
they can use ANY software program they want. I know one Certified VBA (Linda Rantz
at www.rantz.biz) who uses all the bankruptcy software programs out there. She said it
is the only way she can be assured to be compatible with any attorney she works for.
Sounds good to me.
Victoria Ring
Certified Paralegal and CEO
http://www.713training.com
http://www.713attorney.com
http://www.713bankruptcy.com
http://www.navba.org
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Save $$$ On Essential Software
By Mattie Stokes
There are thousands of Free Open Source and Freeware applications of varying types and quality that can help a
small business save money and stay productive. User and Industry reviewers consider many to rival and even surpass expensive software you pay hundreds of dollars to use.
Open Source basically means that the software's source code (original design) is publicly available for anyone to
use and/or modify. On the other hand, Freeware software's source code is generally closed. Since most Freeware
is copyrighted by the author, it is important to check the license agreement to see if it grants permission for personal use only or both personal and commercial use.
Since there are so many Apps available and end-user needs vary so widely, I am providing you with links to: 1)
articles which rate and describe some of the top-rated Free Software and 2) A listing of a few download sites that
have lots of Free Apps available. Note: Though the download sites certify their downloads are free of Spyware,
Virus and Adware; you should still scan with your own security software.

Articles
The Best Free Software of 2009 - Features by PC Magazine
A list of 173 free Apps—free software, for launching apps, networking, backup, synchronization, entertainment,
and more.
Open Source Windows: A list of what the author considers the best Open Source software for Windows. Open
Source Mac: A list of what the author considers the best Open Source software for Mac.

Download Sites (Windows and Mac)
Snapfiles: Freeware and Shareware only. Locate software by category or a keyword search. For each result, you
will see: 1) A detailed software description, screenshots and staff rating; 2) Cumulative and individual reviews and
ratings by actual users; and 3) a popularity rating.
Download.com: Features include user ratings and download records to demonstrate how popular and useful each
listing is after installation.
SourceForge: This site has a huge library of Open Source apps searchable by category, keyword, and system type.
But be forewarned that the software available is at different stages of development. This site also provides a community, tools and support for programmers and others to work on and host their own projects.
Tucows: Fast local downloads. Offers over 40,000 software titles through network of over 1000 partner sites.
FileHippo: Contains up-to-date and free software in several categories. Also features latest updates and most
popular downloads.
Zdnet: Downloads offer a comprehensive, searchable directory of software available for download, along with
user ratings and reviews.

Mattie Stokes is based in Atlanta, GA, leverages 25 years of management and administrative experience
to provide operational support to solopreneurs and micro-businesses (1-5 staff). Mattie is also a contributing author for The Virtual Entrepreneur Ezine. You may contact her at mstokes@JustInTimeVA.com.
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The Twitter Workshop
How twitter started – video by Evan Williams, Twitter co-founder
http://rowanw.wordpress.com/2009/03/24/how-twitter-started/
Now after you know how Twitter started you will need to know how you should have
by Jo-Carol Carpenter
started.
I am listing some common Twitter symbols below with my definition for each. In future issues I will expound on
them.

What is Twitter?
Twitter is a micro blogging platform. If you are thinking about blogging then get your feet wet first with Twitter.
See how you like it before setting up a blog.
What you post here will go out to anyone that is following you. Be careful what you put out because it may be out
there for a long time. You are able to delete your tweet, I just tested this and it worked for me. There is a small
trash can which you can click on and Twitter will ask you to confirm that you want to delete it. But once this tweet
gets crawled by the search engines it is already too late. It may be deleted from Twitter but not from the Internet.
You will see tweets appearing on your Home page from people that you follow. There is a maximum of characters
you are allowed in each tweet, 140 to be exact. If you have a message that you want to send out to lots of people at
the same time just tweet it. One tweet and you’re done. If you had to text each person or phone each person imagine the amount of time that would take you. Plus since the tweet is sent out to everyone at the same time, there is
no delay in people receiving your tweet. Don’t be surprised if someone you don’t know sends you a tweet or a direct message. Twitter is open to anyone even those who you are not following unless you restrict access to them.
More about this in a future issue of TVE. Networking alliances are formed here on Twitter so if you are looking to
meet people structure your message for your specific audience.
Twitter has applications for all different rhymes and reasons. You will be seeing some of these in the coming
months of TVE. Keep in mind there are new applications being created constantly.

What’s the point of Twitter?
Have a question you need answered right now or at the most 5 minutes, stuck on a problem that needs a quick solution and there is no one to call that would know, how about a good joke that is too good to keep to yourself? By
sending out a quick tweet to your Twitter stream there is a good chance that you will get some fast answers.
What about a serious tweet? Want to pass along a message for the good of mankind? Did you just pass through a
crime scene, how about a fire, how about if you hear someone at your door and you are alone and your cell phone
is charging up and you don’t own a landline anymore? Send a tweet out for help. Twitter is your resource for all
kinds of tweets. From the lowly tweet to the sublime and everything in between. Twitter has it all. Never before
was it possible to send out one message which would instantly go around the world in a matter of seconds.
You don’t want to sell whatever it is that you sell all of the time. You will find yourself being unfollowed very
quickly. There is nothing wrong of course in letting people know that you are in business, most of us here are in
business and the reason for being on Twitter. But no one wants to be marketed to constantly. So tweet appropriately and you will get a good response. Giving back value is always appreciated, helping people out when they ask
for help is another way to get followed and remembered.
You want to sell certainly, but there is a time for that. Get to know your followers, show them who you are on a
personal level. Build up a trust factor. You can sell but you need to show people that they can trust what you say
and that you are the real deal. Not some shadowy silhouette hiding under a user name. It works both ways. Would
you want someone to market you constantly, sending you tweets filled with marketing links to their sales pages?
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I’m sure you wouldn’t, I know that wouldn’t make me happy, for sure. So, start out
with value. Think of it like a 3 layer cake. The first layer is value, the 2nd layer is personal tweets and the last layer which is the smallest of all the layers would be related
to what your company is promoting. If I had to give a percentage for each layer I
would say 85% informational tweets, 10% personal and 5% tweets about what you
by Jo-Carol Carpenter
offer.

What is a Tweet?
It’s your call. As long as you keep it under 140 characters you can talk about anything you want to. Don’t forget if
you want to direct a tweet to someone directly, either use the "@" symbol or send them a "DM". You can also reply to someone’s tweet by clicking the backward arrow on your Homepage.

Your first tweet
You only have 140 characters maximum. If you plan to insert links within your tweets you have a very good
chance of exceeding the limit. So a tip would be to use one of the many URL shorteners. Tiny.cc is a popular URL
shortener. Here is the link: http://tinyurl.com/.
All tweets are done from the Homepage using the Tweet box on the top of the page. How do you know how many
characters you are using? Twitter does the work for you. It calculates what you typed and how many characters are
left. Click on “Update” and your first tweet is now posted.

What is @?
You cannot tweet directly to another person if you don’t use this @ symbol. It just won’t work. This symbol is
used to get your tweets out to the right person in the Twitter Universe. Most likely the person will not see your
message in real time so Twitter saves them for that person. That’s why I check my own name from time to time to
see if there is anyone that was sent to me when I was offline. Mine is @shoreofficesvcs.

What is a DM?
Since millions of people are tweeting all the time it’s very easy to miss a message that was meant for you. If you
have something that you definitely want someone to see, you should send them a Direct Message (DM). This will
be sent and saved to that person’s ‘Direct Messages’ tab until they delete it from their DM box.

What’s a RT?
An "RT" is when someone ‘retweets’ someone else’s tweet.

What is a Favorite?
This is a tweet that you want to save. Click on the star on the Home page to save it to your ‘favorites’ tab.

What is a #Hashtag?
Hastags were important in the 2007 San Diego fires; it helped keep tweets in one place which was obviously very
helpful in this emergency situation. The symbol # is a “hashtag”. Hashtags combined with keywords will locate the
tweets associated with those keywords meaning you will find the Twitter stream of data that you are looking for.
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The Twitter Workshop continued...
What is a #FF
#FF is “Follow Friday”. You will see this used all over Twitter each Friday. People
recommend other people to be followed on their own Twitter stream. This is another
reason to give valued tweets and be helpful so you can be included in other people’s
#FFs.
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What is Twitter Search?
Your normal search box found on informational websites. Just type in what you are looking for and the Twitter
search engine will do a search for you.

Twitter Dos and Don’ts
Dos
Do give value as much as you can
Do try to answer and provide solutions to help other people

Don’ts
Don’t use Auto Follow. You will find some people (tweeple) that use Auto Follow. Briefly, this is when someone
follows you and your Twitter account automatically is set up to follow them. I do not use this application. There
are some people I would never follow. I look for people that deliver value, that I know personally or through networking. I don’t want to waste my time reading about someone’s night out on the town, if I don’t know them. On
the other hand if I do know them, I probably will find it interesting. There are people that have a large number of
followers but yet they have never tweeted once. I don’t follow people that don’t tweet; I don’t see the logic in it.
But some people will do this to add to their following. As desirable as a large following is, you have to keep it in
perspective. Certainly you want followers but you need followers that either is, in your client target market or in
your industry.
Don’t use Auto Direct Messages. I find them too commercial and pushy. Especially the ones with links to a sales
page where they tell you something like “Would you like to make $5000 a week only working 2 hours a day”?
This is an example of one that I just received while writing this article. “Thank you for following me! You Rock!
Check out my blog” (I deleted this part). See what I mean? I just wasted 2 minutes of time on some person who
decided my time is worth wasting. I really should start unfollowing these people. There is a way to stop these annoying e-mails by adjusting your settings. The down side is you will also stop getting the e-mail messages that you
want from other people.
Don’t send marketing messages to people at random. I receive messages where I am one of many names where
the "@" symbol is used. I don’t know these people and I certainly would not want to do business with them after
seeing how they market people in this manner.
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The Twitter Workshop continued...
Don’t just follow everybody that follows you arbitrarily. Check them out first.
Decide if this person is worth following. Quantity counts but to me quality ranks
higher. As I mentioned above, there are people that have lots of followers that have
never posted one tweet. Others have posted very unremarkable tweets. I also add in
this category the pushy marketers who find any opportunity to follow anyone anywhere. So it falls back on you to see what kind of followers you want in your Twitter
stream.
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Create your account
1. Go to http://twitter.com.
2. Click on the green “get started-Join!” button
3. You will now be on the “account creation” page. You will be asked to create a free Twitter account.
4. Fill in your username. Be careful what you choose as this will become your Twitter URL that you will give out
so people can locate you on Twitter. If you want to spread the word about your business then you may want to use
your business name as your username. You may have to use a little creativity here as other people may already
have the name that you want.
5. Make up a password, insert your e-mail address and the last thing is to fill out the “Captcha” box.
6. Don’t worry for now about inviting friends to follow you. It is better to finish your account set-up and deal with
this later. All anyone would see right now is Twitter’s default image. This is where you will want to insert a photo
or a logo when instructed by Twitter. Again, if you are doing this for business I would suggest posting a professional picture. Image is important and leaves a lasting impression. This will also help to personalize and brand your
Twitter profile.

How to Set up your Account
You are now going to be taken to the, “What are you doing?” page. (Assuming that you skipped over the ‘inviting
friends’ part. You really are not required to tweet about what you are doing. No one really cares what you are doing but you.
Here you will see a box where you are expected to type in a “tweet”. Since you are only allowed 140 characters
and no more try to make the most of your message. You don’t have to tweet now but you may if you want and
then just click the “update” button and then you will see your post. Now later on when you have a large following
you probably won’t see your update because your Twitter stream will be moving constantly and as you are clicking
update so are millions of other fellow Twitterer’s. I know this because it happens to me all the time. If you do decide to tweet now, you will see a ‘congratulations’ on your first post.

Your Settings
A. Click on “settings link” - you will be required to fill in the following information in this part: name,
username, email, time zone, URL, one line bio, location, protect my updates, language. When you’re
done, click on “save”.
B. Click on “notices link” – to indicate your preferences.
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The Twitter Workshop continued...
Your picture
A good picture is important. People want to see who they are talking to and who is
following them. A picture is worth a thousand words, remember? I know I like to see
who is following me. It also registers in your mind when you see their name and you by Jo-Carol Carpenter
already know what they look like. If you don’t post an image either of yourself or
another image then the normal Twitter default graphic will be placed there. Take some time, put some effort into
your profile and it will pay off in the end. You will be that much more interesting than someone who didn’t bother
to do this. As an alternate you could also insert your company logo which is what I did. Of course this enhances
my brand which is what I intended it to do.

Homepage background
You can keep the default homepage or you can use one of the three options in Twitter.
Apply a pre-defined theme, change your background image, and customize the color-scheme with your own colors.
When you make something your own, people take notice. It shows that you care about what you are doing and you
are investing time and effort into this as well. So let your personality show through so others can see you and get
to know you. You can also choose a background that will coordinate with your branding message. I changed mine
to my company logo, I tiled my logo all over the page and I like the effect. Twitter gives you choices to work with.
If you are using Twitter as another rung on your networking ladder then you may want to consider this feature.

What is my Twitter URL?
It will look like this: http://twitter.com/username. This is mine: http://twitter.com/ShoreofficeSvcs

What is on your Homepage?
On my Home page I have used my company logo as my Twitter background. I used one of the Twitter applications
to set this up. I like my logo. I am happy with this background. This is another step in branding my business. The
more that people see my company logo in as many places as possible the more it will create a lasting impression on
my homepage. People who I am following appear in the middle of the page. Their images are to the left of their
tweets.
On the right side of the tweets are three symbols.
The first one is a gold star which when clicked will save a tweet to your favorites.
Then there is the backwards arrow which is a reply button so you can reply to someone that sent you a tweet or a
Retweet (RT).
The last symbol is the RT symbol where you can tweet someone else’s tweet if you want to.
When you do a RT usually people will thank you because it is a compliment to RT someone’s tweet.
On the far right side is where all the rest of your information is stored.
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The Twitter Workshop continued...
It is your “Profile”. If you look at my profile here: http://twitter.com/ShoreofficeSvcs
you will find the following: my picture and my company name, then my following,
followers and my tweets.
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Below that you will find random tweets and various Websites being featured which
changes constantly. Here is where you will find the interesting stuff. I can look here
when I want to find out if anyone was tweeting about my company. This is shown up with the "@" symbol. In my
case, it is @ShoreofficeSvcs. That is my company name abbreviated. Twitter wouldn’t give me all the spaces I
needed so, I had to shorten the name. Initially when I opened up my Twitter account I used my own name but since
I want to show the world that I am in business I decided it was better to change my user name to my company
name. It’s all about branding. My "company name" along with my logo and background ties everything together
nicely. Next is Direct Message and Favorites. Direct Messages or DMs are private messages that someone will
send to you that will only be seen by you. Favorites are your favorites tweets that you want to save. You save them
by clicking on the gold star symbol to the right of the tweets. After this you will find: top friends, interesting,
Facebook, daily question, Twitter search box, saved searches, trending topics and then you will see images of your
followers. The last items in this column are RSS feeds. You will have to spend a little time getting to know how
these features work. Remember, you don’t need to know all these features to use Twitter. Just use what is valuable
to you.
What is on your Profile page?
Again, here is my Profile page http://twitter.com/ShoreofficeSvcs. It is very similar to my Home page but you will
find several differences here. The most important is that you cannot post from this page. Where the posting box is
on the Homepage, here you will find a large image of your profile picture and your user name in large text. Under
that you will find the normal tweets. On the far right you will find this information: your name, location (state),
website URL, bio, number of following and followers, Twitter search box, number of tweets, favorites, @your user
name, images of your following and RSS of your feeds through Google.
We have come to the end of Part I. Pick up your next issue of “The Virtual Entrepreneur” for Part II of The Twitter
Workshop. In Part II we will introduce more applications and Twitter business tips.

JoCarole Carpenter President of Shore Office Services. JoCarole is a seasoned Virtual Assistant
and entrepreneur with over 25 years of experience in upper level management and administration.
My specialty is providing solutions for solepreneurs. Courtesy of www.shoreofficeservices.com All
rights reserved 2009
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The Virtual Assistant Directory
Action Jackson Virtual Assistant /Andrea Jackson
945 Lees Drive, Las Cruces, NM 88001
Phone: 575-636-2379 Fax: 435-518-0747
Website: www.actionjacksonva.com
Email: andrea@actionjacksonva.com
Apex Virtual Assistance/Trena Stubbs
289 Jonesboro Rd Ste 307, McDonough, GA 30253
Phone: 866-926-7362| Fax 770-406-2319
Email: support@apexassisting.com
Website: www.apexassisting.com
A-South Design/Andrea South
Website: http://asouthdesign.com/index.html
Phone: 575-636-2379
Email: andrea@asouthdesign.com
Aspire Virtual Assistants/Leilani Waipa
5052 SW Technology Loop #44, Corvallis OR 97333
Phone: 541-230-1009
Website: www.aspirevirtualassistants.com
Email: nfo@aspirevirtualassistants.com
e-Business Online Support/Janet Falkenberg
Email: janet@eBusinessOnlineSupport.com
Website: www.eBusnessOnlineSupport.com
Phone: (317) 440-0255
Emerald Virtual Solutions/Kathya Kalinine
PO Box 12082, Mill Creek, WA 98082
Phone: 206-683-2100|Fax: 206-337-2586
Email: kathya@emeraldvirtual.com
Website: www.emeraldvirtual.com
Essential Office Solutions/Cindy Bruce
Phone: 815-433-6059 | Fax: 928-437-8157 |
cbruce@eoseasy.com | www.eoseasy.com

Sage Virtual Assistance/Shelley Halpain
4516 Crestridge Road
Fair Oaks, CA 95628
Phone: 916-425-8088
Website: www.sageva.com
Email: shelley@sageva.com
Shore Office Services/Jo-Carol Carpenter
Post Office Box 3326
Toms River , New Jersey 08757-3758
Phone: (732) 820-1391 Office (800) 403 2334
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com
Email: info@shoreofficeservices.com
SM Office Solutions/Winston Stewart
Phone: 513-442-0614 | Fax: 513-442-0614
Email: info@smofficesolutions.com
Website: http://hstrial-wstewart6.homestead.com/
index.html
Target Stars/LaTosha Johnson
Website: http://www.targetstars.com/
Phone: 877.427.2261 | Fax: 740.422.2261
Email: targetstarsinfo@targetstars.com
The Office Virtuoso/Kathleen Vargas
PO Box 471, Midlothian, IL 60445
Phone: (708) 385-2920 | Fax: (708) 385-2920
Email: kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.com
Website: www.theofficevirtuoso.com
Virtual Business Partners, Inc./Vivi Gonzalez
Fort Myers, Florida
Phone: 1-888-800-1345
Website: www.VirtualBusinessPartners.com
Email: info@virtualbusinesspartners.c om

Offsite Office Professionals, LLC
Petersburg, WV 26847
Email: virginia@offsiteofficepro.com
Fax: 505-212-2924
Website: www.offsiteofficepro.com

To get listed in
The Virtual
Entrepreneur
VA Directory go to
www.tvemagazine.com
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Calendar of Events
Bankruptcy Petition Seminars - Victoria Ring
Chapter 13 Bankruptcy Training Seminar
Place: Denver, Colorado
Date: September 25, 2009
More Info: http://www.713training.com/workshop/seminar_01.html
Bankruptcy Marketing Seminar
Place: Denver, Colorado
Date: September 26, 2009
More Info: http://www.713training.com/workshop/seminar_02.html
A Virtual Perception Podcast - Darlene Victoria
September 2nd - VA Spotlight | September 9th - VA Round Table 3 | September 16th - Twitter Personified |
September 23rd - AVP Live |
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